347,549 E-BOOKS
147,721 PRINT VOLUMES
21,347 ITEMS CIRCULATED
5,123 WORKS HOSTED
78,704 DOWNLOADS
232,399 WEBSITE VISITS
8,335 E-RESERVES VIEWED
143 PRINT JOURNALS
75,064 ELECTRONIC JOURNALS
103 HOURS OPEN PER WEEK
28 EVENTS HOSTED
26 DISPLAYS MOUNTED

2,209 QUESTIONS ANSWERED
906 RESEARCH
379 TECHNOLOGY
212 CIRCULATION

129 RESEARCH INSTRUCTION SESSIONS
1961 STUDENTS REACHED

243 ONLINE RESEARCH GUIDES
41,953 VIEWS OF ONLINE RESEARCH GUIDES

LIBRARY VISITORS
39 HOURLY AVERAGE
53 HOURLY AVERAGE
180 HIGHEST OCCUPANCY
DECEMBER 12

ALL FIGURES ARE FOR THE PERIOD STARTING SEPTEMBER 2018 AND ENDING MAY 2019.